MILS 1141 FOUNDATIONS/LDRSHP
001 (1756) CRE 1.0 T 09:59 am-10:50 am WH 313 Renken R
MILS 1180.001 IS REQUIRED TO BE AN ENROLLED CADET.

002 (16208) CRE 1.0 R 12:59 pm-01:50 pm TWU Renken R
MILS 1180.001 IS REQUIRED TO BE AN ENROLLED CADET.

MILS 1180 LDRSHP LAB
001 (1757) CRE 1.0 R 02:29 pm-05:20 pm NO ASSGN Renken R
THIS COURSE IS SCHEDULED IN BAHNSEN GYM
Also meets: TWRF 06:00 am-07:00 am NO ASSGN 8/26/19-12/13/19

002 (13448) CRE 1.0 R 02:29 pm-05:20 pm NO ASSGN Renken R
THIS COURSE IS SCHEDULED IN BAHNSEN GYM
Also meets: TWRF 06:00 am-07:00 am NO ASSGN 8/26/19-12/13/19

003 (13449) CRE 1.0 R 02:29 pm-05:20 pm NO ASSGN Renken R
THIS COURSE IS SCHEDULED IN BAHNSEN GYM
Also meets: TWRF 06:00 am-07:00 am NO ASSGN 8/26/19-12/13/19

004 (13226) CRE 1.0 R 02:29 pm-05:20 pm NO ASSGN Renken R
THIS COURSE IS SCHEDULED IN BAHNSEN GYM
Also meets: TWRF 06:00 am-07:00 am NO ASSGN 8/26/19-12/13/19

MILS 2251 INDIV/TEAM DEVOLMENT
001 (4925) CRE 2.0 T 11:00 am-12:50 pm GAB 406 Burgin R
MILS 1180.002 IS REQUIRED TO BE AN ENROLLED CADET.

MILS 2291 CONFERENCE COURSE
001 (5939) CRE 2.0 Renken R
MILS 1180.002 REQUIRED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
ARRANGE DATE AND TIME WITH INSTRUCTOR

MILS 2900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (13638) CRE V Renken R
MILS 1180.002 REQUIRED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
ARRANGE DATE AND TIME WITH INSTRUCTOR

MILS 3341 LEADERSHIP I
001 (1758) CRE 3.0 TR 12:30 pm-01:50 pm WH 314 Renken R
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MILS 1180.003 IS REQUIRED.

MILS 4341 ADV LEADERSHIP I
001 (1759) CRE 3.0 TR 11:00 am-12:20 pm GATE 049 Renken R
MILS 1180.004 IS REQUIRED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

MILS 4391 CONFERENCE COURSE
001 (14140) CRE 3.0 Renken R
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

MILS 4900 SPECIAL PROBLEMS
001 (13639) CRE V Renken R
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.